Hello. As suggested, I've upgraded my kernels to stab035.
Now the problem with online migration is:

root@desktop:~# vzmigrate -r no --keep-dst --online -v 192.168.5.200 2000
OPT:-r
OPT:--keep-dst
OPT:--online
OPT:-v
OPT:192.168.5.200
Starting online migration of VE 2000 on 192.168.5.200
OpenVZ is running...
    Loading /etc/vz/vz.conf and /etc/vz/conf/2000.conf files
    Check IPs on destination node: 192.168.200.101
Preparing remote node
    Copying config file
2000.conf                         100%  2043    2.0KB/s   00:00
Warning: too large value for VMGUARPages=9223372036854775807:9223372036854775807 was truncated
Saved parameters for VE 2000
Warning: too large value for OOMGUARPages=6144:9223372036854775807 was truncated
Warning: too large value for PRIVVMPages=9223372036854775807:9223372036854775807 was truncated
Warning: too large value for PHYSPages=0:9223372036854775807 was truncated
    Creating remote VE root dir
    Creating remote VE private dir
    VZ disk quota disabled -- skipping quota migration
Syncing private
Live migrating VE
    Suspending VE
Setting up checkpoint...
        suspend...
        get context..
Checkpointing completed succesfully
    Dumping VE
Setting up checkpoint...
        join context..
        dump...
Can not dump VE: Device or resource busy
unsupported netdevice tun0
Checkpointing failed
Error: Failed to dump VE
Resuming...

-.-.-.-.-.-.
so it seems I have a different kind of problem now.
tun device has been loaded on both the HNs.
Any suggestion?

Thank you!